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Although many functional imaging studies have reported frontal activity associated with “cognitive control” tasks, little is understood
about factors underlying individual differences in performance. Here we compared the behavior and brain structure of healthy controls
with fighter pilots, an expert group trained to make precision choices at speed in the presence of conflicting cues. Two different behavioral
paradigms—Eriksen Flanker and change of plan tasks—were used to assess the influence of distractors and the ability to update ongoing
action plans. Fighter pilots demonstrated superior cognitive control as indexed by accuracy and postconflict adaptation on the Flanker
task, but also showed increased sensitivity to irrelevant, distracting choices. By contrast, when pilots were examined on their ability to
inhibit a current action plan in favor of an alternative response, their performance was no better than the control group.
Diffusion weighted imaging revealed differences in white matter radial diffusivity between pilots and controls not only in the right
dorsomedial frontal region but also in the right parietal lobe. Moreover, analysis of individual differences in reaction time costs for
conflict trials on the Flanker task demonstrated significant correlations with radial diffusivity at these locations, but in different directions. Postconflict adaptation effects, however, were confined to the dorsomedial frontal locus. The findings demonstrate that in humans
expert cognitive control may surprisingly be mediated by enhanced response gain to both relevant and irrelevant stimuli, and is accompanied by structural alterations in the white matter of the frontal and parietal lobe.

Introduction
What makes someone an expert? In elite athletes, much of the
focus has been on physiological and metabolic attributes in cardiovascular, respiratory and skeletomuscular systems. However,
it has become apparent even in sports that expert performance
relies also on cognitive processes (Yarrow et al., 2009). Although
previous studies have reported increases in cortical volume associated with expertise in a number of fields (Draganski and May,
2008), the relationship between white matter structure and expertise is still poorly understood. Investigations into the neural
basis of exceptional musical performance have reported both increases and decreases in measures of white matter microstructure
relative to novices (Imfeld et al., 2009).
Recently there has been interest in whether there might also be
white matter changes associated with superior cognitive control
on tasks in which participants have to select between conflicting
responses. Some studies using such tasks have shown alterations
in white matter with development, or between patient and
healthy controls (Liston et al., 2006). However, to date there has
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been no report of a professional group which demonstrates superior cognitive control associated with white matter microstructural markers.
To examine this issue we assessed a group of individuals who
are trained to deal with exceptionally demanding situations,
where elevated levels of cognitive control are crucial. Royal Air
Force (RAF) fighter pilots are highly trained in specialist low
altitude flight at supersonic speeds, a discipline that is considered
to be at the limit of human cognitive capability as it requires fine
control with very little room for error (Haber and Haber, 2003).
We compared the performance of a group of Tornado fighter
pilots with a group of control subjects on two measures of cognitive control and then used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to
measure the passive diffusion of water molecules in the brain—a
technique used to infer properties of the underlying white matter
microstructure (Beaulieu, 2002).
An influential view of how the brain achieves control in situations where there are conflicting choices proposes involvement
of brain regions located in medial and lateral frontal cortex
(MacDonald et al., 2000). Functional brain imaging studies have
consistently demonstrated increased activity in frontal areas
during the performance of so-called “response conflict tasks”
(MacDonald et al., 2000; Ullsperger and von Cramon, 2001; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004; Rushworth et al., 2004), but recent research
suggests that posterior parietal brain regions might be equally
important (Coulthard et al., 2008). We investigated whether elite
pilots demonstrate superior cognitive control and if behavioral
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change trials, was calculated in analogous manner to that used in the STOP paradigm (Logan,
1994). A cubic spline was fitted to the changesignal reaction time data, guided by the distribution of Go responses, using the local
variation of Go responses to interpolate between change trial data points. The CSD was
then subtracted from the spline values at each
point, the median of which gave the value of
CSRT. A shorter CSRT implies that response
plans can be changed at a later point in the
process, indicating greater cognitive flexibility.
Participants performed 8 blocks of 40 experimental trials, with short rest periods between.
MRI data acquisition. MRI data were acquired
using a 1.5T Siemens Magnetom Vision system.
Four sets of whole brain diffusion weighted volumes were acquired [12 directions; b ⫽ 1000 s
mm ⫺2; 48 slices; voxel size 2 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 3 mm 3; repetition time (TR) ⫽ 8.6 s; echo time (TE) ⫽ 94
ms), plus four volumes without diffusion weighting (b ⫽ 0 s mm ⫺2). A T1-weighted anatomical
image was acquired using a magnetizationprepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo sequence (TR ⫽ 1160 ms; TE ⫽ 4.38 ms; flip
angle ⫽ 15; voxel size 1 ⫻ 1 ⫻ 1 mm 3).
Voxelwise statistical analysis of the
Figure 1. Experimental procedure and behavioral results. A, In the Eriksen Flanker task subjects respond to the direction of the diffusion-weighted data was performed using
central arrow. This is flanked by arrows in the same direction (congruent), the opposite direction (incongruent), or squares tract-based spatial statistics, part of FSL (Smith
(neutral). B, The pilots demonstrated significantly increased incongruence costs (pure cost, benefit and incongruence cost), but did et al., 2004). Fractional anisotropy (FA) images
not show significant differences in RT at the group level. C, Congruent; N, neutral; I, incongruent stimuli. C, In the change of plan were created by fitting a tensor model to the
task subjects respond to the green GO signal, unless they see a red CHANGE arrow. D, There was no significant different between raw diffusion data using FDT, and then brainextracted using BET. All subjects’ FA data were
pilots and controls on this task. Error bars indicate ⫾SEM.
then aligned into a common space using the
nonlinear registration tool FNIRT. A mean FA
advantages are accompanied by differences in the white matter
image was created and thinned to generate a mean FA skeleton that
represents the centers of all tracts common to the group. Each subject’s
adjacent to the frontal and parietal regions known to be involved
aligned FA data were then projected onto this skeleton. Longitudinal
in such control.
(DL) and radial direction (DR) maps were also generated from the DTI.
A region of interest (ROI) approach was used to test for differences in
Materials and Methods
the white matter diffusivity between the two groups. ROIs were chosen
Eleven male RAF Tornado pilots and an age- and sex-matched control
based on the contrasts from a functional imaging study using a change of
group (n ⫽ 11) with no previous experience of piloting aircraft gave
plan task (Nachev et al., 2005), and closely matched the medial frontal
written informed consent to participate in this study, which was apand parietal activations reported from a study using a Flanker task (Ullproved by a local ethics committee. The experts and the controls were all
sperger and von Cramon, 2001) (see supplemental Fig. S1, supplemental
right-handed and matched for IQ (Table S1, available at www.jneurosci.
Table S2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Four
org as supplemental material).
brain areas were selected, represented bilaterally and comprised; dorsoAll stimuli were displayed using Presentation software (Neurobehavmedial frontal cortex (DMFC), parietal cortex (PC), inferior frontal corioral Systems). In the Eriksen Flanker task, participants were presented
tex (IFC), and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). White matter
with three equi-probable trial types: congruent, incongruent, and neutral
ROIs (mean ⫽ 267 voxels, SD ⫽ 53.6) were generated using the overlap
(Fig. 1 A) (Eriksen and Eriksen, 1974). A fixation cross was presented for
between the fMRI activations and the white matter skeleton, with three
2 s followed by flankers for 50 ms, and then the target plus flankers for a
slices taken anterior and posterior to the centroid of activation (supplefurther 50 ms. Observers were instructed to respond as quickly and acmental Fig. S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
curately as possible to the direction of a central target arrow (left or right)
A voxelwise comparison analysis between the groups of DL and DR in
by pressing the corresponding button—with left or right index fingers—
each ROI was performed with clusters thresholded at t ⬎ 2 and tested for
while ignoring the peripheral flanking arrows. They were required to
significance at p ⬍ 0.05, familywise error (FWE) corrected for multiple
perform six blocks of 60 trials with short rest periods between.
comparisons using permutation-based nonparametric testing (Nichols
In the change of plan task (Nachev et al., 2005) participants were
and Holmes, 2002), for clusters of ⬎10 contiguous voxels. The mean DR
presented with a single green arrow (GO signal) on 50% of trials. On the
was calculated for significant clusters to investigate the relationship with
remaining trials the Go signal was followed by a red arrow pointing in the
performance on the Flanker task.
opposite direction (CHANGE signal). Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly as possible to the GO signal unless they saw a CHANGE
signal, in which case they should respond instead to the direction of the
Results
CHANGE cue. This paradigm is analogous to the STOP task, widely used
Behavior on Eriksen Flanker task
to measure response inhibition (Aron and Poldrack, 2006).
The pilots were significantly more accurate than the control
The delay between GO and CHANGE signals— change signal delay
group (pilots ⫽ 97.5%, controls ⫽ 93.1%; t ⫽ 2.4, p ⬍ 0.02,
(CSD)—was varied parametrically in response to the performance of the
df ⫽ 20), demonstrating superior control ability. Importantly,
participant using an adaptive staircase technique. The change-signal rethis effect could not be explained by slower responses (i.e., a
action time (CSRT), which reflects the time taken to inhibit an initial
speed-accuracy trade-off) as there was no significant differresponse and successfully execute an alternate response on 50% of
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ence between the groups’ mean reaction times in any of the
conditions (t ⫽ 1.7, p ⬎ 0.1, df ⫽ 20). Thus, pilots were able to
perform the task at the same speed as controls but with significantly higher accuracy.
Performance on this paradigm is also measured by comparing
the relative differences in reaction time (RT) between conditions,
providing three indices of performance (Fig. 1 B): pure cost
(incongruent-neutral condition), benefit (neutral-congruent),
and incongruence cost (incongruent-congruent). These measures are often used to estimate the level of positive (facilitating)
and negative (interference) effects on RT evoked by flankers, with
higher incongruence costs usually regarded as indicative of
poorer cognitive control.
Importantly, although the pilots were more accurate, they also
demonstrated a significantly larger pure cost than controls (t ⫽
2.3, p ⬍ 0.03, df ⫽ 20). However, they also had a significantly
greater benefit (t ⫽ 2.9, p ⬍ 0.008, df ⫽ 20). Thus they had a
greater incongruence cost compared with controls (t ⫽ 3.4, p ⬍
0.003, df ⫽ 20). These results are remarkable as they reveal that
pilots had significantly larger interference (RT) costs than controls (Fig. 1 B), while simultaneously being more accurate. Thus,
unlike previous demonstrations of differences in cognitive control between say controls and a patient group (Wylie et al., 2009),
superior performance here was associated with increased sensitivity to both facilitating (congruent flankers) as well as distracting, interfering stimuli (incongruent flankers).
Could this be due to attentional effects? If the pilots had more
focused selective attention, one would predict that the flanking
stimuli would have less effect on their RTs, whereas in fact the
pilots were significantly more sensitive to the presence of flankers
than the controls. If the pilots had superior sustained attention, one might predict that they would demonstrate a lower
intraindividual coefficient of variability (variability in responses to neutral stimuli divided by the mean RT) than the
controls (Castellanos et al., 2005). However, there was no significant difference between the groups on this measure (t ⫽
0.38, p ⬎ 0.39, df ⫽ 20).
Another way to measure performance on cognitive control
tasks is to examine how individuals adapt behavior in response to
whether a previous trial had been a conflict trial or not—the
Gratton effect (Gratton et al., 1992). RT interference effects for
postcongruent vs postincongruent (conflict) trials were calculated: (RT on incongruent trial following incongruent trial—RT
on incongruent trial following congruent trial). Thus negative
values index improved “control” following conflict. Significant
within-subject changes in benefit were found in controls (t ⫽
4.79, p ⬍ 0.001, df ⫽ 10), and in the pilots’ pure cost (t ⫽ 2.49,
p ⬍ 0.032, df ⫽ 10) and incongruence cost (t ⫽ 4.89, p ⬍ 0.001,
df ⫽ 10) using this method. A between-group analysis revealed
that the groups differed significantly only with pure cost following a conflict trial (t ⫽ 2.4, p ⬍ 0.028, df ⫽ 20). Thus this analysis
reveals that pilots demonstrated a significantly better postconflict
adaptation effect.
We also performed analyses for two other measures of control: posterror slowing and posterror changes in interference
(Rabbitt, 1969; Ridderinkhof, 2002). No significant effect was
found within-subjects for posterror slowing in either the pilot
(t ⫽ 2.0, p ⬎ 0.07, df ⫽ 10; paired-samples t test) or control group
(t ⫽ 1.30, p ⬎ 0.22, df ⫽ 9); nor were there any significant posterror changes in interference (pilots: t ⫽ 1.38, p ⬎ 0.19, df ⫽ 9;
controls: t ⫽ 0.36, p ⬎ 0.71, df ⫽ 9). But it has to be borne in mind
that error rates were low on this task.
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Behavior on change of plan task
In contrast to the Flanker task, there was no significant difference
between the pilots and controls on the change of plan task, either
in terms of CSRT (t ⫽ 0.58, p ⬎ 0.40, df ⫽ 20; independent
samples t test), or mean RT to the GO signal (t ⫽ 0.95, p ⬎ 0.51,
df ⫽ 20). Thus on this measure of cognitive control, pilots did not
demonstrate superior performance. This finding suggests that
expertise in cognitive control may be highly specialized, particular to specific tasks and not simply associated with globally enhanced performance.
White matter analysis
The diffusion profile within each voxel is comprised of the primary, longitudinal direction of diffusion (DL, which is usually
parallel to the axonal fibers) and the orthogonal secondary and
tertiary components, which can be averaged to give the radial
diffusivity (DR). Although a number of studies have combined
the three principal diffusivity measurements into a single value—
FA—we chose to investigate the principal and radial components
of diffusivity separately. There is evidence to suggest that radial
diffusivity may be related to the degree of myelination, whereas
changes in axial diffusivity could reflect axonal density (Song et
al., 2002, 2005). Therefore, analyzing radial and axial components separately may provide more information about the structural basis for any differences observed.
A voxelwise comparison analysis was then performed within
our predefined ROIs between the two groups—pilots and controls— using our two measures of diffusivity, DR and DL. We
found that DR was significantly different in the pilot group than
the controls in two right hemisphere regions: in the parietal and
frontal lobes (Fig. 2 A, B). In the right parietal cluster adjacent to
the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), DR was significantly lower in the
pilot group ( p ⬍ 0.05, corrected, tmax ⫽ 3.31, df ⫽ 20, [x ⫽ 41,
y ⫽ ⫺50, z ⫽ 39]) (pilots ⫽ 1.21 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 mm 2 s ⫺1, controls ⫽
1.41 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 mm 2 s ⫺1) (Fig. 2 A). By contrast, in the right dorsomedial frontal (DMF) ROI, DR was significantly higher in the
pilot group ( p ⬍ 0.05, corrected, tmax ⫽ 3.6, df ⫽ 20, [x ⫽ 18, y ⫽
21, z ⫽ 41]) in a cluster of voxels adjacent to dorsomedial premotor areas (pilots ⫽ 2.64 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 mm 2 s ⫺1, controls ⫽ 2.22 ⫻
10 ⫺4 mm 2 s ⫺1) (Fig. 2 B). No significant differences in radial
diffusivity were present between the groups in the inferior frontal
or dorsolateral prefrontal white matter regions in either hemisphere, or with respect to the DL index in any of the ROIs.
We then examined whether the mean radial diffusivity in the
right parietal and frontal clusters correlated with behavioral performance on the Eriksen Flanker task, across individuals. Four
measures of performance on the Flanker task that distinguished
pilots from controls were used: accuracy, pure cost, benefit, incongruence cost and postconflict pure cost.
Across all participants, mean radial diffusivity in the parietal
cluster was significantly negatively correlated with accuracy (r ⫽
⫺0.64, p ⬍ 0.001; two-tailed Pearson correlation). DR was also
negatively correlated with incongruence cost (r ⫽ ⫺0.52, p ⬍
0.02) and pure cost (r ⫽ ⫺0.47, p ⬍ 0.03) (Fig. 2 E–G), but not
with benefit. By contrast, in the dorsomedial frontal cluster, radial diffusivity was positively correlated with incongruence cost
(r ⫽ 0.50, p ⬍ 0.02) and benefit (r ⫽ 0.48, p ⬍ 0.02), but not with
pure cost or accuracy (Fig. 2C,D). The relationship between
mean radial diffusivity and postconflict adaptation effects was
also examined. This revealed a significant negative correlation
between changes in postconflict pure cost (r ⫽ ⫺0.46, p ⬍ 0.031)
and mean diffusivity in the DMFC cluster, but not in the parietal
cluster (Fig. 2 H).
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flight training, and the time spent in fast
jets was also examined within the pilot
group. We found no significant correlations between mean radial diffusivity in
the parietal or dorsomedial frontal clusters and general flight experience ( p ⬎
0.30) or fast jet experience ( p ⬎ 0.33).

Discussion
The pilots assessed in this study were
more accurate than control participants
on the Eriksen Flanker task, a widely used
measure of cognitive control (Ullsperger
and von Cramon, 2001). Importantly, they
demonstrated increased sensitivity to both
congruent and the distracting, incongruent
cues, as indexed by RT effects (Fig. 1B), as
well as demonstrating significantly better
adaptation following conflict trials (Gratton
effect). However, on the change of plan task,
which uses the ability to inhibit an initial
plan in favor of an alternative response as a
measure of control, no significant differences were observed between the groups.
Analysis of regions previously associated
with brain imaging activations when people
perform these tasks revealed differences in
radial diffusivity between pilots and controls in two white matter areas of the right
hemisphere: one in the frontal lobe and the
other in posterior parietal cortex, adjacent
to the IPS.
In pilots, there was significantly lower
radial diffusivity in the cluster adjacent to
right IPS, but higher radial diffusivity in
white matter voxels adjacent to the right
dorsomedial frontal cortex. Across individuals, DR in both these regions was correlated with sensitivity to the flankers, as
Figure 2. Significant clusters in radial diffusivity contrast analysis. On a mean FA map (grayscale), the locations of differences in indexed by RT costs, but in opposing ways
radial diffusivity (10 ⫺4 mm 2 s ⫺1) between pilots and controls are shown in red, circled in white. A, In the parietal ROI, we found (Fig. 2C–G), whereas performance accuhigher values of radial diffusivity in the control group. B, In the DMF ROI, higher values of radial diffusivity occurred in the pilot racy was only correlated with diffusivity in
group. C–E, In the parietal ROI, the mean radial diffusivity was negatively correlated with accuracy, incongruence cost, and pure the parietal white matter. Conversely,
cost across the group. F–H, In the DMFC ROI, the mean radial diffusivity was positively correlated with incongruence cost, benefit, there was a significant correlation beand negatively with postconflict adaptation change in pure cost. Pilots (red), Controls (black).
tween postconflict RT adaptation and
mean diffusivity in the frontal cluster, but
not in the parietal one (Fig. 2 H), consisThe results of previous diffusion tensor tractography studies
tent with the proposal that parietal and DMFC regions may play
in humans suggest that the parietal cluster lies on the superior
different roles on processing flanker stimuli (Coulthard et al.,
longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) (Catani et al., 2002). There is also
2008). The results of previous studies suggest that the clusters
evidence to suggest that a dorsal subcomponent of SLF may proidentified here may both lie on a dorsal subcomponent of the SLF
vide a direct connection between posterior parietal cortex—inpathway connecting superior parietal to frontal regions (Makris
cluding intraparietal sulcus—to caudal, lateral prefrontal and dorsal
et al., 2005; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2005; Schmahmann et al.,
premotor regions (Makris et al., 2005; Thiebaut de Schotten et al.,
2007). However, further investigations will be required to estab2005; Schmahmann et al., 2007). Therefore it is possible that the
lish this, and whether findings from the ROI analysis approach
differences in radial diffusivity between pilots and controls, and the
used here can be applied more widely.
regions in which there were significant correlations across individuIt is possible that the lower DR observed in the parietal ROI in
als with performance on the Flanker task, occupy locations in the
the pilot group, and higher DR in the frontal region may reflect
white matter that connect parietal and frontal cortex in the right
changes to a network that has been biased to perform optimally in
hemisphere. However, the existence of this specific component of
conditions presented by the Flanker task. Functional imaging
the SLF in humans is still a matter of debate; further investigation
studies of motor learning suggest that patterns of activity across
would be required to confirm this hypothesis.
brain networks may change after learning (Sakai et al., 1998; Toni
To investigate whether the differences observed might be associated with flying experience, the number of years of general
et al., 2001; Grol et al., 2006). Therefore, long-term learning
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could theoretically result in systematic shifts in brain activity
accompanied by changes to white matter structure, with connections to specific brain regions altered to optimize their contribution to network performance.
The physiological basis for the different patterns of correlation—positive and negative—in the two regions we have identified (Fig. 2 A, B) cannot currently be established with certainty. A
number of factors such as packing density and properties of the
cell membrane may all contribute to the diffusion measurement
(Beaulieu, 2002). Nonetheless, the crucial result here is that radial
diffusivity in human parietal and frontal white matter indexes
differences in cognitive control across individuals.
Our findings show that differences in the connections between parietal and frontal areas modulate performance under
situations of response conflict. They also demonstrate that increased sensitivity to both incongruent and congruent flankers
can be associated with superior accuracy. One potential mechanism might be that increased gain leads to a more robust signal to
trigger brain control responses when there are incongruent
flanker stimuli. Indeed, a previous functional imaging study suggested that conflict may be resolved through cortical amplification of task-relevant information (Egner and Hirsch, 2005).
It is possible that the changes we have observed between
fighter pilots and controls might have developed with training,
although no significant correlation was found with duration of
expertise. However, it is also conceivable that genetic factors contribute to differences in brain connectivity, particularly since
RAF pilots already represent a highly selected group before they
begin formal training. Thus, individuals born with such white
matter differences might be more suitable for the demands of
being a fighter pilot. Such a mechanism raises the possibility that
expertise in different cognitive domains—and indeed professions—might be linked to differences in brain connectivity, and
not just cortical differences.
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